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Abstract In this chapter pseudonymisation and pseudonym intersection algorithms
are proposed and analyzed. These two procedures combined make pseudonymized
data sharing possible. Pseudonymized data sharing is used by organizations, that
typically do not share information, to build and provide pseudonymized copies
of their private databases to third parties – called researchers. Some basic secu-
rity properties are satisfied: pseudonymity, meaning that it is infeasible to relate a
pseudonym to its identity; and unlinkability, meaning that it is infeasible to decide
if pseudonyms belonging to different researchers correspond to the same identity.
Computing the equijoin of pseudonymized databases held by researchers A and B
is enabled provided that they are given proper cryptographic keys. The outcome of
the equijoin protocol between A and B is that party A learns virtually nothing, while
party B learns the equijoin of A and B’s pseudonymized databases. We are able
to prevent that malicious researchers abuse equijoin transitivity in the following
sense: colluding researchers A,B,C cannot use equijoin keys for (A,B) and (B,C) to
compute the equijoin of (A,C). As a prominent application of these algorithms we
discuss the privacy-enhanced secondary usage of electronic health records.

1 Introduction

Let us consider databases containing sensitive and valuable data on individuals. As-
sume these data records consist of an identifier of the individual (e.g. name, social
security number) and the data associated to the individual. This data originates from
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heterogenous mutually-distrustful sources, which we name suppliers, such as statis-
tical offices, hospitals or insurance companies.

Subjects data records held by suppliers are the very primary ingredient for empir-
ical research, but their release exposes the privacy of the individuals concerned. We
name researchers the parties interested in getting access to this data for subsequent
analysis. In health care, prominent scenarios include the secondary use of clinical
data for research and confidential patient-safety reporting (e.g. adverse drug effects)
to name but a few. The fact that statistical research is interested in collective features
rather than individual distinctiveness, makes it possible to reconcile data utility and
individual privacy: identifiers can be removed or encoded into a pseudonym, and
subjects’ data can be de-identified by using statistical disclosure control methods.
Ideally, the collective features of the resulting pseudonymized de-identified data are
preserved.

In this chapter we study pseudonymity in the above context. We do so from a
cryptographic point of view, namely by focusing on cryptographic techniques to
transform personal identifiers into pseudonyms with several properties. Thus, our
techniques are necessary but not sufficient to provide pseudonymity from a system-
wide perspective. The reason is simple: even though the data is pseudonymized,
there is the risk that the characteristics of the data singles out a person, e.g. by a
combination of profession, age and place of residence. The risk of indirect iden-
tification, cf. [13, 7], becomes even larger when linking several pseudonymized
databases, which is our target. The issue of indirect identification, although far from
trivial, it is outside the scope of this chapter. The topic is covered by an abundant
literature (the interested reader is referred to [13] for an introduction to this topic,
to [14] for a grasp on the state of the art, to [15] for privacy risk assessment recom-
mendations and to [19] for an exemplification of the importance of de-identifying
the individuals’ private data). We briefly comment on some lines of defence against
these problem. Keeping track and scrutinizing the queries by the parties, as well
as query restriction techniques from the statistical database literature can help. For
instance, these techniques include restricting the size of query results and keeping
audit trails of all answered queries to detect possible compromises.

Security properties

To be more precise, let us consider databases consisting of entries of the form
(id,D(id)), where id is a unique identifier field (called identity) and D(id) is a pri-
vate data field. A pseudonymized database is obtained by replacing the identity id in
the database entries by a blind identifier called pseudonym and by modifying D(id)
into a pseudonymized data field PD(id). Two basic security requirements apply to
the pseudonymisation of identities in the context of pseudonymisation of databases.
The first one, called pseudonymity, states that it should not be possible for any party
to relate a given pseudonym with a given identity. That is, it should be infeasible to
correctly answer whether a given pseudonym belongs to a given identity. The second
basic security requirement is called unlinkability. This states that, unless explicitly
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warranted, it should not be possible for two researchers to relate their pseudonyms.
Or alteratively put, two researchers should not be able to correctly answer whether
two of their pseudonyms belong to the same individual. This implies in particular
that pseudonyms on the same identity must differ from one researcher to another. A
pseudonym on identity id for researcher Rd is syntactically represented by P(id,Rd).
Clearly unlinkability is of paramount importance as a defence mechanism against
indirect identification: it prevents researchers from correlating its databases without
previous consent.

A third security requirement deals with the possibility of computing equijoins
of pseudonymized databases. Let IRs ,IRd be the sets of unknown identities corre-
sponding to the pseudonyms held by researchers Rs,Rd respectively. Let{ (

P(id,Rs),PD(id,Rs)
) }

id∈IRs
and

{ (
P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rd)

) }
id∈IRd

be the pseudonymized databases held at a certain point in time by researchers Rs,Rd
respectively. Then we say that the equijoin between Rs and Rd pseudonymized
databases, with Rs playing the role of source researcher and Rd playing the role
of destination researcher, equals{ (

P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rd)
) }
∪
{ (

P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rd)||PD(id,Rs)
) }

,

where id’s are such that id ∈ IRd and id /∈ IRs , while id’s are such that id ∈
IRd ∩IRs . This operation is possible only if explicitly warranted and it is under the
control of secret cryptographic keys. Specifically, our equijoin protocols involve two
researchers Rs and Rd , where researcher Rs learns virtually nothing while Rd learns
the equijoin of their pseudonymized databases. The security property we consider,
called equijoin non-transitivity, states that researchers cannot abuse equijoin tran-
sitivity in the following sense: colluding researchers Rs,Rd ,Ro cannot use equijoin
keys for (Rs,Rd) and (Rd ,Ro) to compute the equijoin of (Rs,Ro).

For the sake of enabling flexible equijoins, our pseudonymizing systems make
use of a Trusted Third Party (TTP). This trusted party can either function as
a mighty partner involve in all the security sensitive transactions in the system
(i.e. pseudonymization, equijon), or alternatively as a simple key distribution cen-
ter, feeding interested parties with the cryptographic keys required for the opera-
tions. Apart from that, the existence of a TTP also reflects the fact that access to
pseudonymized databases as well as the allowance of operations between differ-
ent databases requires previous approval by a Regulatory Privacy Body (RPB). This
privacy body has two main roles. On the one hand, it ensures that the exchange of in-
formation complies with data protection legislation. On the other hand, it minimizes
the risk of indirect identification, for instance by implementing defence mechanisms
against it. In this work we are primarily interested in the cryptographic aspects of
the pseudonymisation problem, and for this reason the functioning of the RPB is not
described.

Overall the assumption on the existence of such a TTP is quite natural, even
necessary, as the need to defend the system against indirect identification shows. In
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fact such at TTP is included in most of the pseudonymized data sharing platforms,
either implemented (see [3]) or simply proposed, we are aware of, and it is explicitly
considered in the only existing standard on pseudonymized databases [15].

Relevance

Pseudonymized data sharing is in use and has been discussed in multiple venues
(see for instance [1, 2, 18, 21, 6]). More importantly, the ISO standard ISO/TS
25237:2008, Health informatics – pseudonymisation, which has been recently re-
leased, contains principles and requirements for privacy protection in systems using
pseudonymisation services for the protection of personal health information. In this
chapter we provide a cryptographic mechanism for building unlikable pseudonyms
sets that can be made linkable if a Trusted Third Party decides so. In this sense, our
work can be seen as a cryptographic implementation of a pseudonymisation sys-
tem satisfying the ISO/TS 25237:2008 requirements, yet with an enriching equijoin
functionality not envisioned by the aforementioned standard.

Related work

We are not aware of any previous proposal of a cryptographic technique for building
pseudonymized databases containing unlinkable pseudonyms, yet allowing secure
operations on different sets of pseudonyms. In any case, some of our techniques
can be seen as an extension of the work by Agrawal, Evfimievski and Srikant [4],
in which protocols for secure equijoin among non-pseudonymized databases are
proposed. The main tool used by Agrawal et al. is commutative encryption (see
Section 3.4 for details) and a variant of Shamir’s 3-pass protocol [20, 22]. We stress
that the problems addressed in [4] and our work, even if related, are orthogonal.
Agrawal et al. intersect sets containing the same identifiers, while we intersect sects
containing different identifiers (which are indeed unlinkable unless some crypto-
graphic keys are known). We are able to extend Agrawal et al. techniques to build a
basic pseudonymisation scheme. The resulting system has however one drawback,
namely, colluding researchers Rs and Rd , who are allowed to compute an equijoin
of their pseudonymized databases, can manage to translate pseudonyms P(id,Rs) to
P(id,Rd) and viceversa, for individuals outside the intersection of the databases, and
therefore can abuse equijoin transitivity (cf. Theorem 5). In Section 6 we present a
natural extension of our basic scheme using pairings, in which the above problem
is avoided. As well as in [4], the security of our two last protocols is relative to the
Random Oracle Model [9].
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2 Description of a pseudonymized data sharing system

In this section we shall describe the syntax and security properties of a pseudonym-
ized data sharing system, which comprises (at least) a pseudonymisation algorithm
and an equijoin algorithm.

2.1 Syntax

Let us remind we are considering databases consisting of entries of the form
(id,D(id)), where id is the identity field and D(id) is the private data field. A
pseudonymized database for a researcher R is obtained by replacing the identity id in
the database entries by a blind identifier P(id,R), called pseudonym. Each researcher
has one, unique pseudonyms set. That is, for the same identifier id and different re-
searchers R and R′, P(id,R) 6= P(id,R′) with overwhelming probability. However,
those different pseudonyms sets can be synchronized under the control of secret
cryptographic keys held by a trusted service provider. Thus our pseudonymized data
sharing systems make use of a TTP that sets the system up, via a ‘System Setup’
algorithm. As part of this, the TTP generates on request a secret cryptographic key
for each researcher through a ‘Researcher Key Generation’ algorithm, whose output
is only known to the TTP. Additional keys are output by ‘Supply Keys Generation’
and ‘Equijoin Keys Generation’ algorithms. Later, these keys are distributed to the
relevant suppliers and researchers, in the case where researchers and suppliers per-
form themselves the pseudonymization and equijoin operations; alternatively, these
keys are kept secret in the case where the TTP is in charge of running those algo-
rithms. These additional keys enable executing the two fundamental protocols in the
scheme, namely ‘Researcher Supply’ and ‘Researcher Equijoin’.

Researcher Supply This protocol is run between a supplier S, a researcher R and
eventually the TTP. At the end of the protocol, the researcher R is supplied with
a pseudonymized database that originates from the supplier’s private database.
When the TTP is involved, we denote this protocol as S TTP−→P R; otherwise it is
denoted S→P R. The result of the researcher supply protocol is that R possesses
a pseudonymized database consisting of entries of the form

(
P(id,R),PD(id,R)

)
where PD(id) represents the de-identified data that the supplier is willing (or al-
lowed) to share with the researcher on individual id. In particular, R can detect
if a certain pseudonymized identity P(id,R) was already present in its database,
and proceed to update the associated pseudonymized data.

Researcher Equijoin This protocol is run by a source researcher Rs and a desti-
nation researcher Rd and eventually the TTP. After the protocol is completed, Rd
has an equijoin of Rs and Rd pseudonymized databases, while Rs learns at most
the number of entries on Rd’s database. This protocol does not provide Rd with
any information on individuals that do not appear in both databases. When the
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TTP is involved, we denote this protocol as Rs
TTP−→./ Rd ; otherwise it is denoted

Rs→./ Rd .

A pseudonym scheme P thus consists on six algorithms ‘System Setup’, ‘Re-
searcher Key Generation’, ‘Supply Keys Generation’, ‘Equijoin Keys Generation’,
‘Researcher Supply’ and ‘Researcher Equijoin’.

2.2 Security requirements

We assume that suppliers are honest. That is, they will not deviate from protocols,
they will not collude with any other party nor try to deduce secret information from
the data flow they observe. In contrast, we assume that researchers are semi-honest,
namely, they will not deviate from the protocols but might try to deduce secret in-
formation they are not supposed to know. Moreover, researchers are willing to share
cryptographic keys and pseudonyms sets with other researchers to deduce more in-
formation than what they are allowed to. In order to simplify security definitions
and proofs, we do not consider researchers to be malicious in the traditional sense
in multiparty computation [17]. That is, researchers will not abort nor use fake in-
formation as input to their protocols.

In the following we define the security requirements pseudonymity, unlinkabil-
ity and equijoin non-transitivity we mentioned in the introduction. We addition-
ally define a secure equijoin property. We formalize them in what follows. Let
us stress once again that our definitions imply that no vital information is leaking
from our cryptographic protocols. However we can not guarantee anything regard-
ing the safety of the data de-identification protocols nor of the multiple linkage of
pseudonymized databases.

Notation

If x is a string, then |x| denotes its length, while if S is a set then |S| denotes its size. If
k ∈N then 1k denotes the string of k ones. If S is a set then s1, . . . ,sn

$← S denotes the
operation of picking n elements si of S independently and uniformly at random. Let
us denote by ISl the set of identities held by supplier Sl . We denote by PRd the set
of pseudonyms P(id,Rd) held by researcher Rd ; IRd the set of the corresponding
unknown identities and nd = |PRd | the cardinal of PRd . We consider identities
id ∈ {0,1}∗ be finite binary strings. Let Pset be the set of all possible pseudonyms
of a pseudonyms scheme P .

Definition 1 (Pseudonymity). Let A be a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
(PPT) [17]. Consider the following situation:

1. Sl and A run the Researcher Supply protocol Sl→P Rd (alternatively Sl
TTP−→P Rd)
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2. A has been able to break the pseudonymity for pseudonyms in the set PI =
{P(id1,Rd) . . . ,P(idt ,Rd)} corresponding to identities in the set I = {id1, . . . , idt}

We say that a pseudonym scheme P provides pseudonymity if the distributions(
id1 . . . idnd

P(id1,Rd) . . . P(idnd ,Rd)

)
and

(
id1 . . . idt idt+1 . . . idnd

P(id1,Rd) . . . P(idt ,Rd) Zt+1 . . . Znd

)
where Z j

$← Pset for j = t +1, . . . ,nd are computationally indistinguishable in A ’s
view.

Definition 1 asks that PPT adversaries A can not distinguish between the distri-
bution with real pseudonyms from a distribution with random values. Similarly to
the definition of semantic security for encryption schemes (cf. [17] and Definition 5
in this chapter), the inability to distinguish captures the fact that pseudonyms do not
reveal any information on their corresponding identities to PPT adversaries.

Definition 2 (Unlinkability). Let A be a PPT adversary. Consider the following
situation:

1. Sl and A run the Researcher Supply protocol Sl→P Rd (alternatively Sl
TTP−→P Rd)

2. A gets hold of PRs , the pseudonyms’ database of Rs
3. A has been able to link polynomially many pseudonym pairs

〈
(
P(id1,Rs),P(id1,Rd)

)
, . . . ,

(
P(idt ,Rs),P(idt ,Rd)

)
〉

corresponding to identities in a certain set I = {id1, . . . , idt}

Let IRs ∩IRd = {id1, . . . , idm}. We say that a pseudonym scheme P provides un-
linkability if the distributions idt+1 . . . idm

P(idt+1,Rd) . . . P(idm,Rd)
P(idt+1,Rs) . . . P(idm,Rs)

 and

 idt+1 . . . idm
P(idt+1,Rd) . . . P(idm,Rd)

Zt+1 . . . Zm


where Z j

$← Pset for j = t +1, . . . ,m are computationally indistinguishable in A ’s
view.

Definition 2 asks that PPT adversaries A can not significantly better link P(id,Rd)
to P(id,Rs) than they can link P(id,Rd) to a random pseudonym. This inability en-
sures that pseudonyms are unlinkable by PPT adversaries.

Definition 3 (Secure Equijoin). Let Rs,Rd be semi-honest researchers running the
researcher equijoin protocol Rs →./ Rd (alternatively Rs

TTP−→./ Rd). We say that a
pseudonym scheme P provides secure equijoin if Rs learns nothing or alternatively
the size of PRd ; Rd learns (id,PD(id,Rs) for id ∈IRs ∩IRd , and Rd is allowed to
additionally learn the size of PRs .
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Definition 3 asks that PPT adversaries A only learn the minimal information that
a secure equijoin protocol should disclose. We allow that the equijoin protocol might
disclose the size of Rd’s database to Rs, but this should be the only information Rs
should apprehend. Analogously, we allow Rd to learn the size of Rs’s database, and
obviously the de-identified data on the individuals belonging to both databases; but
no more than that.

Definition 4 (Equijoin Non-Transitivity). Suppose that:

1. Rs and Rd are allowed to compute the equijoin of their databases
2. Rd and Ro are allowed to compute the equijoin of their databases
3. Rs,Rd ,Ro share their pseudonymized databases and cryptographic material

Let IRs ∩IRo = {id1, . . . , idm} and IRs ∩IRd ∩IRo = {id1, . . . , idt} with t ≤ m.
We say that a pseudonym scheme P provides equijoin non-transitivity if the distri-
butions id1 . . . idt idt+1 . . . idm

P(id1,Rs) . . . P(idt ,Rs) P(idt+1,Rs) . . . P(idm,Rs)
P(id1,Ro) . . . P(idt ,Ro) P(idt+1,Ro) . . . P(idm,Ro)

 and

 id1 . . . idt idt+1 . . . idm
P(id1,Rs) . . . P(idt ,Rs) P(idt+1,Rs) . . . P(idm,Rs)
P(id1,Ro) . . . P(idt ,Ro) Zt+1 . . . Zm


where Z j

$← Pset for j = t + 1, . . . ,m are computationally indistinguishable in
Rs,Rd ,Ro’s view.

Definition 4 captures the fact that Rs,Rd ,Ro cannot meaningfully relate pairs(
P(id,Rs),P(id,Ro)

)
for any id ∈ (IRs ∩IRo)− (IRs ∩IRd ∩IRo), and thus col-

luding researchers can not abuse the transitivity property of equijoin. Notice that
the intrinsic transitivity property of equijoin always allows Rs,Rd ,Ro to compute
PRs ∩PRd ∩PRo .

3 Basic tools

In this section we introduce some basic cryptographic tools that we will need in our
algorithms. We start by defining semantically secure symmetric encryption.

3.1 Symmetric encryption with semantic security

We adapt the classical definition of symmetric encryption [17] to what we actually
need in our protocols.
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Definition 5 (Semantically Secure Encryption). Let E =
(
EncK(·),DecK(·)) be

a symmetric encryption scheme with secret keys belonging to a certain set K .
More precisely, let EncK : {0,1}M → {0,1}M′ with M ≤M′ being integers, and let
DecK : {0,1}M′ →{0,1}M be such that DecK

(
EncK(m)

)
= m for any m ∈ {0,1}M .

Let OK(·) be an encryption oracle, which when queried on m ∈ {0,1}M outputs
EncK(m). We say that E is a symmetric encryption scheme with semantic secu-
rity if no PPT algorithm A can meaningfully distinguish between the distributions(
m,EncK(m)

)
and

(
m,Z

)
, where K $←K , m ∈ {0,1}M is a message of A ’s choos-

ing and Z $←{0,1}M′ . A is allowed to arbitrarily query the encryption oracle OK(·),
except for the chosen message m.

Definition 5 requires that, for any message of the adversary’s choice, it is infea-
sible to distinguish the encryption of this message from a random ciphertext. The
importance of this definition stems from the fact that the security level it provides
is the computational analogue of Shannon’s perfect secrecy (see [17]) : a cipher-
text EncK(m) reveals “no information” on the underlying plaintext m to an attacker
which does not know the secret encryption key K.

Next we informally describe the computational assumptions we use in the sec-
tions that follow.

3.2 Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption

Let G be a (cyclic) group of order q prime. The Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)
problem consists on distinguishing the probability distributions (u,v,ua,va) and
(u,v,ua,vr) in polynomial time, where u,v $← G and a,r $← Zq.

Definition 6 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption). Let G be a group of order q
prime. We say that G satisfies the Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption if no PPT
algorithm A can meaningfully distinguish the probability distributions (u,v,ua,va)
and (u,v,ua,vr), where u,v $← G and a,r $← Zq.

3.3 Pairings

Let G1 = 〈g〉, G2 = 〈h〉 and G3 = 〈G〉 be efficiently samplable cyclic groups of order
q prime. A map e : G1×G2→G3 to a group G3 is called a pairing (or bilinear map),
if it satisfies the following two properties:

Bilinearity: e(ga,hb) = e(g,h)ab for all integers a,b
Non-Degenerate: e(g,h) has order q in G3.
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Moreover, we assume there exists no efficiently computable homomorphism ψ :
G1→G2, while an efficient homomorphism φ : G2→G1 does exist. Such a pairing
is called a Type 2 pairing [16]. We set g = φ(h).

Since G1 is a prime order group, we can define the DDH problem in G1. Thor-
ough this chapter we assume that the DDH assumption holds in G1. A prominent
type of groups of which it is widely believed that they satisfy the explained assump-
tions is presented in [11]. These groups are also used in [10, 8, 5, 12]. It is easy to
see that the DDH assumption in G1 implies the DDH assumption in G3.

We need an extra final assumption. This assumption states that a variant of
the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem in Type 2 pairing groups is infeasible to
solve for PPT adversaries. The problem consists on distinguishing the distributions
(g,ga,gb,hb,gab) and (g,ga,gb,hb,gr), where g = φ(h) generate G1,G2 respec-
tively, and a,b,r $← Zq. Notice that the problem statement does not give h out, since
otherwise the problem would be trivially solvable: to distinguish whether v = gab or
v = gr it suffices to check whether e(v,h) = e(ga,hb). An adversary can not compute
h from g since, by assumption, there does not exist any computable isomorphism
ψ : G1→G2.

Definition 7 (Asymmetric DDH assumption). Let 〈 G1,G2,G3,e,φ ,g,h,q 〉 be a
Type 2 pairing group. We say that such a pairing group satisfies the Asymmetric
Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption if no PPT algorithm A can distinguish the
probability distributions (g,ga,gb,hb,gab) and (g,ga,gb,hb,gr) where g = φ(h),h
generate G1,G2 respectively, and a,b,r $← Zq.

The Asymmetric DDH assumption trivially implies the DDH assumption in G1.

3.4 Commutative Encryption

The next primitive plays a fundamental role in two of our protocols.

Definition 8 (Commutative Encryption). A commutative encryption function F =
{Fk}k∈Keys F is a family of computable functions f : Keys F ×Dom F →Dom F ,
defined on finite computable domains, that satisfies the properties listed below. We
denote fa(x) := f (a,x).

1. Commutativity: for all a,a′ ∈ Keys F we have fa ◦ fa′ = fa′ ◦ fa
2. Each fa : Dom F → Dom F is a bijection
3. The inverse f−1

a is computable in polynomial time given a.
4. The distribution of

(
u, fa(u),v, fa(v)

)
is indistinguishable from the distribution

of
(
u, fa(u),v,z

)
, where u,v,z $← Dom F and a $← Keys F .

Example 1. Let G be a group of prime order q. Let Dom F := G and let Keys F :=
Zq. Then if G satisfies the DDH assumption, the power function fa(x) = xa ∈ G is
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a commutative encryption function. Properties 1,2, and 3 are trivially satisfied since
F is the exponentiation function. Property 4 is implied by the DDH assumption. In
effect, the distributions

(
u, fa(u),v, fa(v)

)
and

(
u, fa(u),v,z

)
are precisely the distri-

butions in the DDH assumption, since z and vr follow the uniform distribution for
z $← G and r $← Zq. Let us note a further property satisfied by the exponentiation
function: fa ◦ fb = fab and f−1

a = fa−1 . We refer to this as the Property 5 of the expo-
nentiation function. Actually, this property is exploited in our protocols, in contrast
to [4], where Properties 1-4 suffice for their protocols.

3.5 Intersection protocol

Before giving out our protocols, it is helpful to recall the basic intersection proto-
col by Agrawal, Evfimievski and Srikant [4, Section 4]. In this protocol there are
two parties, a sender S and a receiver R, who hold private databases of the form
(id,D(id)). Let IS,IR be the set of identifiers in S and R’s databases respectively.
At the end of the protocol S only learns |IR|, while R only learns |IS| and IR∩IS.
It can later be extended to an equijoin protocol, which is slightly more technically
involved. The basic ideas are the same, though.

In order to use the properties of the commutative encryption primitive, we need
to map identities id to uniformly distributed random values. This is the reason why
we need a random oracle [9] in these protocols. A random oracle is an artifice used
in security proofs. It idealizes (in our case) a hash H : {0,1}∗→ Dom F function,
which means that H(id) can be considered computed by a random oracle: every time
H(·) is evaluated for a new identity id, the output H(id) is distributed uniformly at
random and independently from the previous output values.

In the following, if I is a set (list), then we denote by H(I ) the set (list)
{H(id)}id∈I .

Intersection protocol

Input: S inputs H(IS); R inputs H(IR).

1. R generates a random κR
$←Zq and computes the list LR = 〈 IR, fκR

(
H(IR)

)
〉.

Next, it sends S the list L0 given by

L0 = 〈 fκR

(
H(IR)

)
〉.

2. S generates a random κS
$← Zq and send R two lists L′0,L1. First it sends the list

L′0 based on L0 given by

L′0 = 〈 fκR

(
H(IR)

)
, fκS

(
fκR

(
H(IR)

))
〉.
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Secondly it sends R the list L1 given by

L1 = 〈 fκS

(
H(IS)

)
〉.

3. R transforms the list L1 into the list

L′1 = 〈 fκR

(
fκS

(
H(IS)

))
〉.

4. R selects, with the help of LR, all id ∈ IR such that fκR

(
fκS

(
H(id)

))
appears

both in L′0 and L′1.

Output: S outputs |IR|; R outputs |IS| and IS∩IR.

The protocol is correct since, assuming there are no hash collisions and the com-
mutativity property of the familiy F , id ∈IS∩IR iff id ∈IR and fκR

(
fκS

(
H(id)

))
=

fκS

(
fκR

(
H(id)

))
appears in L′0 and L′1. Since H is modeled as a random oracle, the

probability that n hash values have at least one collision equals [23]:

Pr[collision] = 1−
n−1

∏
i=1

|G |− i
|G |

≈ 1− exp
(
−n(n−1)

2|G |

)
In our protocols we use |G | ≥ 2160, which renders Pr[collision] negligible. There-
fore, with very high probability, the intersection protocol is correct.

4 A Pseudonym Scheme with Ubiquitous TTP

In this section we present a pseudonym scheme PTTP and state its security proper-
ties. The description of the scheme starts by defining the system setup and key gen-
eration by the TTP and follows with the two fundamental protocols in the scheme:
Researcher Supply and Researcher Equijoin. We assume that any two parties in the
protocol communicate via a confidential channel. Our protocols distinguish between
a sending and a receiving party which execute the protocols with the active help of
the TTP. The sending and receiving parties send their inputs to the TTP. Finally the
sending and receiving parties obtain their outputs from the TTP. This is why this
scheme is called ubiquitous TTP, since the TTP is involved in all the exchanges
between the parties, be it supply-to-researcher, or researcher-to-researcher.

This scheme uses a semantically secure symmetric encryption scheme (cf. Def-
inition 5). The pseudonym of individual id in researcher Rs’s pseudonymized
database has the form P(id,Rs) := EncKs(id), where Ks

$←K is a random key that
the TTP secretly assigns to researcher Rs, but which is never revealed.

We next describe the scheme PTTP. The TTP is in charge of performing the
following operations:
System Setup The TTP also selects a semantically secure symmetric encryption
algorithm

(
EncK(·),DecK(·)), with Enc : K ×{0,1}M→{0,1}M′ for some integers
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M,M′ such that M≤M′. Individuals, suppliers and researchers identifiers are binary
strings of length M. The TTP publishes 〈 (Enc,Dec) 〉.
Researcher Key generation For each researcher R j in the system, the TTP gener-

ates a secure key as K j
$←K . These keys are secret and only known to the TTP.

Supply Keys generation This algorithm is void.
Equijoin Keys generation This algorithm is void.

Researcher Supply The operation Sl
TTP−→P Rd is performed as follows.

1. Sl sends to the TTP the list ISl of individuals in its database.
2. The TTP computes the list of pseudonyms as EncKd (ISl ). The TTP sends back

to Sl the list 〈 id,P(id,Rd) 〉, where P(id,Rd) = EncKd (id).
3. Sl sends to Rd the pseudonymized database 〈 P(id,Rd),PD(id,Sl) 〉.
4. Rd joins the data with already existing pseudonyms, and new rows for new

pseudonyms.

Researcher Equijoin The protocol Rs
TTP−→./ Rd is performed as follows.

1. Rs sends its pseudonymized database 〈 P(id,Rs),PD(id,Rs) 〉 to the TTP.
2. Rd sends its pseudonymized database 〈 P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rd) 〉 to the TTP.
3. The TTP recovers IRs by decrypting the pseudonyms in Rs’s list. The TTP re-

covers IRd similarly.
4. For every id ∈ IRs ∩IRd , the TTP computes the pseudonyms P(id,Rd) :=

EncKd (id) and sends 〈 P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rs) 〉 to Rd .
5. Rd joins the data with already existing pseudonyms, and new rows for new

pseudonyms.

Result 1 (PTTP is secure) The pseudonyms’ scheme PTTP satisfies pseudonymity,
unlinkability, secure equijoin and equijoin non-transitivity provided that E is a se-
mantically secure symmetric encryption scheme.

Sketch of the proof. These properties are proven in a straightforward manner given
the fact that the TTP is invoked in every algorithm, and that suppliers and researchers
are given no cryptographic material.

For instance, regarding pseudonymity, one needs to prove that the distributions

(
id1 . . . idnd

EncKd (id1) . . . EncKd (idnd )

)
and

(
id1 . . . idt idt+1 . . . idnd

EncKd (id1) . . . EncKd (idt) Zt+1 . . . Znd

)
are indistinguishable, where Zt+1, . . . ,Znd

$← {0,1}M′ . Given that E is semanti-
cally secure, we know that

(
id,EncKS(id)

)
is indistinguishable from

(
id,Z

)
, for any

id ∈ {0,1}∗ and Z $←{0,1}M′ . The result then follows by applying a standard hybrid
argument [17].

Regarding unlinkability, we need to prove that the distributions
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EncKd (idt+1) . . . EncKd (idm)
EncKs(idt+1) . . . EncKs(idm)

 and

 idt+1 . . . idm
EncKd (idt+1) . . . EncKd (idm)

Zt+1 . . . Zm


are indistinguishable. Since E is semantically secure, we know that(

idt+1 . . . idm
EncKd (idt+1) . . . EncKd (idm)

)
and

(
idt+1 . . . idm
Zt+1 . . . Zm

)
are indistinguishable, and that(

idt+1 . . . idm
EncKs(idt+1) . . . EncKs(idm)

)
and

(
idt+1 . . . idm
Zt+1 . . . Zm

)
are indistinguishable. These two facts imply that the distributions involved in the

unlinkability definition are also indistinguishable.
Finally, secure equijoin and equijoin non-transitivity are implied by the fact that

the operation ‘equijoin’ is performed by the trusted third party. ut

The scheme PTTP with ubiquitous TTP reaches all the requested security prop-
erties at the expense of the TTP being involved in every single transaction in the
system. This is something that could be undesirable in certain settings. For instance,
if the number of transactions is high, then the TTP becomes a potential bottleneck
in the system.

In the next section we propose protocols where the TTP is only required to hand
on certain cryptographic keys to the parties. Apart from that, the TTP is not involved
in any transaction, be it supplier-to-researcher or researcher-to-researcher.

5 A basic pseudonym scheme with light TTP

In this section we present a basic pseudonym scheme Pbasic and state its security
properties. This scheme fulfills all the security properties we have identified, except
for equijoin non-transitivity. It is included here as a first step towards a scheme
satisfying all four security properties, to be presented in Section 6.

The description of the scheme starts with the system setup and key genera-
tion/distribution by the TTP and follows with the two fundamental protocols in the
scheme: Researcher Supply and Researcher Equijoin. These protocols distinguish
between a sending and a receiving party which are both provided with the necessary
cryptographic keys by the TTP. The sending party (supplier or researcher) sends
a chunk of data and possibly some temporary cryptographic keys to the receiver
(researcher).

In this scheme we use commutative encryption both for creating pseudonyms
and implementing the protocols. Researcher R j’s pseudonyms will depend on in-
tegers x j. These quantities are secret and only known to the TTP. Researcher R j’s
pseudonyms are elements in G and take the form P(id,R j) = fx j

(
H(id)

)
, where

G and fx j are defined as in Example 1, and H : {0,1}∗→ G is hash function. Our
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equijoin protocol heavily relies in the equijoin protocol of Agrawal, Evfimievski and
Srikant [4]. To give the basic idea behind our protocol, we illustrate it by extend-
ing the intersection algorithm described in Section 3.5 to a pseudonyms intersection
algorithm between Rs and Rd .

Recall that in the intersection algorithm from Section 3.5, the inputs of the Sender
S and Receiver R parties are H(IS) and H(IR) respectively, where IR,IS are the
sets of identities held by each party. In our case, we have that Rs does not hold a set
of identities but a set of pseudonyms of the form P(id,Rs) = H(id)xs , and similarly,
Rd holds a set of pseudonyms P(id,Rd) = H(id)xd , where xs,xd ∈ Zq are unknown
to Rs,Rd respectively. The idea is that the TTP feeds Rs (respectively Rd) with a
pseudonyms’ intersection key β ·x−1

s (respectively β ·x−1
d ), for β

$←Zq. This allows
researchers Rs,Rd to respectively compute the commutative encryptions f

β ·x−1
s

and
f
β ·x−1

d
of their respective pseudonyms’ sets PRs and PRd . That is, in the case of

researcher Rs, it computes

f
β ·x−1

s

(
P(id,Rs)

)
= f

β ·x−1
s

(
fxs

(
H(id)

))
= fβ

(
H(id)

)
,

where the last equality is due to the property fa ◦ fb = fab of the exponentiation
function family F . This property is not used in [4], and this is one of the technical
novelties with respect to the protocol in Section 3.5. Therefore, researchers end up
with a common representation of their pseudonyms, namely, researcher Rs obtains
the set {H(Is)β}, while researcher Rd obtains the set {H(Id)β}. At this point, Rs
and Rd can run the intersection protocol from Section 3.5, with inputs {H(Is)β}
and {H(Id)β}, respectively. As a result, Rs gets as output |PIs |, while Rd gets as
output |PId | and PIs ∩PId .

Here follows the description of the pseudonyms scheme Pbasic. The TTP is in
charge of performing the following operations:

System Setup The TTP chooses a cyclic group 〈 G , p 〉 where the Decisional Diffie-
Hellman assumption is believed to hold. It next picks a hash function H : {0,1}`→
G for integer `. The TTP also selects a semantically secure symmetric encryption
algorithm

(
EncK(·),DecK(·)), with Enc : G ×{0,1}M→{0,1}M′ for integers M,M′

with M ≤M′. The TTP publishes 〈 G , p,H,(Enc,Dec) 〉.
Researcher Key generation For each researcher R j in the system, the TTP gener-

ates a secure key as x j
$← Zq. These keys are never delivered to the researcher.

Supply Key generation For each pair supplier/researcher (Sl ,R j), the TTP recovers
the researcher’s assigned key x j ∈ Zq and hands it to the supplier through a secure
channel. These keys are never delivered to any researcher.
Equijoin Keys generation For each pair (Rs,Rd) of researchers that is allowed to
perform either the protocol Rs−→./ Rd (or Rd−→./ Rs), the TTP generates a random
βs,d ∈ Zq and sends βs,d · x−1

s (respectively βs,d · x−1
d ) to Rs (respectively Rd).

Researcher Supply The operation Sl →P Rd is performed as follows:

1. Sl computes P(id,Rd)= fx j

(
H(id)

)
for id ∈ISl and sends to Rd the pseudonymized

list 〈 P(id,Rd), PD(id,Sl) 〉.
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2. Rd joins the data with already existing pseudonyms, and new rows for new
pseudonyms.

Researcher Equijoin The protocol Rs→./ Rd is performed as follows:

1. Rs computes f
βs,d ·x−1

s

(
PRs

)
and obtains the set {H(Is)βs,d}.

2. Rd computes f
βs,d ·x−1

d

(
PRd

)
and obtains the set {H(Id)βs,d}.

3. Rs and Rd run the Agrawal, Evfimievski and Srikant’s equijoin protocol [4, Sec-
tion 4] with inputs

{
(H(id)βs,d ,PD(id,Rs)

)}
Is

and
{
(H(id)βs,d ,PD(id,Rd)

)}
Id

respectively. That is,

a. Rd generates a random κd
$← Zq and sends Rs the list L0 given by

L0 = 〈 fκd

(
H(id)βs,d

)
〉Id .

b. Rs generates random κs,κ
′
s

$← Zq and sends Rd two lists L′0,L1. First it creates
the list L′0 based on L0 given by

L′0 =
〈

fκd

(
H(id)βs,d

)
, fκs

(
fκd

(
H(id)βs,d

))
, fκ ′s

(
fκd

(
H(id)βs,d

)) 〉
Id

.

Secondly it creates the list L1 given by

L1 =
〈

fκs

(
H(id)βs,d

)
, EncKs(id)

(
PD(id,Rs)

) 〉
Is

,

where Ks(id) = fκ ′s

(
H(id)βs,d

)
for id ∈Is.

c. Based on L′0 the researcher Rd calculates, by applying f−1
κd

, the list

L2 =
〈

H(id)βs,d , fκs

(
H(id)βs,d

)
, fκ ′s

(
H(id)βs,d

) 〉
Id

.

d. Then Rd determines the elements in the list L1, L2 such that fκs

(
H(id)βs,d

)
=

fκs

(
H(id)βs,d

)
. For those elements, which single out the pseudonyms such that

id ∈ Is ∩Id , researcher Rd uses the corresponding values fκ ′s

(
H(id)βs,d

)
=

Ks(id) in L2 to decrypt

PD(id,Rs) = DecKs(id)

(
EncKs(id)

(
PD(id,Rs)

))
.

e. Finally, Rd joins the new data PD(id,Rs) with its already existing data on
P(id,Rd).

Researcher equijoin correctness It is easy to see that the intersection algorithm
is correct, i.e. at the end of the protocol Rd learns

(
P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rs)

)
for id ∈

IRs ∩IRd , as long as the hash function H : {0,1}`→ G does not present collisions.
Next we show that the scheme Pbasic satisfies pseudonymity, unlinkability and

secure equijoin.
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Result 2 The pseudonym scheme Pbasic has pseudonymity provided that F is a
commutative encryption family.

Proof. We want to show that the distributions

(
id1 . . . idnd

fxd

(
H(id1)

)
. . . fxd

(
H(idnd )

)) and
(

id1 . . . idt idt+1 . . . idnd

fxd

(
H(id1)

)
. . . fxd

(
H(idt)

)
Zt+1 . . . Znd

)
are indistinguishable, where Zt+1, . . . ,Znd

$← G . Given that F is a commutative
encryption family, we know that the distributions(

H(id), fxd

(
H(id)

)
,H(id′), fxd

(
H(id′)

) )
and

(
H(id), fxd

(
H(id)

)
,H(id′),Z

)
,

where id, id′ ∈ {0,1}l , Z $← G and xd
$← Dom F , are indistinguishable, since for a

random oracle H the values H(id),H(id′) follow a uniformly random distribution.
The result then follows by applying a standard hybrid argument [17, 4]. ut

Result 3 The pseudonym scheme Pbasic has unlinkability provided that F is a
commutative encryption family.

Proof. We want to show that the distributions idt . . . idm
fxd

(
H(idt)

)
. . . fxd

(
H(idm)

)
fxs

(
H(idt)

)
. . . fxs

(
H(idm)

)
 and

 idt+1 . . . idm
fxd

(
H(idt)

)
. . . fxd

(
H(idm)

)
Zt+1 . . . Zm


are indistinguishable, where Zt+1, . . . ,Zm

$← G , xd ,xs
$← Keys F . Given that F

is a commutative encryption family, we use the following lemma.

Lemma 1 ([4]). For any integer n, the distributions of the tuples s1 . . . sn
fxe(s1) . . . fxe(sn)
fxd (s1) . . . fxd (sn)

 and

 s1 . . . sn
y1 . . . yn
z1 . . . zn


are computationally indistinguishable, where 0 ≤ n, ∀i : si,yi,zi

$← Dom F , and
xd ,xs

$← Keys F , provided that F is a commutative encryption family.

Now, if we identify si := H(idi), the result holds due to the fact that H is a random
oracle. ut

Result 4 The pseudonym scheme Pbasic provides secure equijoin provided that F
is a commutative encryption family.

Proof. This result follows from the fact that our equijoin protocol is an extension
of the equijoin protocol by Agrawal et al.. The only change is on the inputs to
the protocol. Let us see that. In [4, Section 4] the parties R and S input the sets
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H(id),D(id)

)}
id∈IR

and
{(

H(id),D(id)
)}

id∈IS
respectively. The output they

obtain is |IR|, |IS| and the equijoin of their databases.
In our protocol, the parties Rs and Rd input the sets

{(
P(id,Rs),PD(id,Rs)

)}
id∈IRs

and
{(

P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rd)
)}

id∈IRd
respectively. The output they obtain is |IRs |,

|IRd | and the equijoin of their pseudonymized databases.
Now, from the discussion in Section 3.5, we know (and this can also be straight-

forwardly checked by looking at the protocol in [4, Section 4.3]) that our equijoin
protocol is obtained by changing the inputs to the Agrawal et al. equijoin protocol.
More precisely, we replace { ( H(id),D(id) ) }id∈IR and { ( H(id),D(id) ) }id∈IS

by {
(
H(id)βs,d ,PD(id,Rs) ) }id∈IRs

and { ( H(id)βs,d ,PD(id,Rd) ) }id∈IRd
respec-

tively. As a consequence, the output is as expected, and the secure equijoin property
is preserved, since both H(id) and H(id)βs,d follow the uniform distribution for any
id. ut

Alas, the scheme Pbasic does not satisfy the equijoin non-transitivity property.
Indeed,

Result 5 (Security breach with colluding researchers) The scheme Pbasic does
not provide equijoin non-transitivity.

Proof. Let us assume the pairs of researchers Rs,Rd and Rd ,Ro are allowed to
compute the equijoin of the corresponding databases. If these researchers col-
lude, they can compute cryptographic keys enabling translation of P(id,Rs) into
P(id,Rd), and the translation of pseudonyms P(id,Rd) into P(id,Ro) as follows.
Remember the intersection key for Rs is βs,d · x−1

s , while for Rd is βs,d · x−1
d . Then

βs,d · x−1
s /(βs,d · x−1

d ) = x−1
s xd , and fx−1

s xd

(
P(id,Rs)

)
= P(id,Rd). And similarly for

researchers Rd ,Ro. Therefore a transformation P(id,Rs) 7→ P(id,Rd) 7→ P(id,Ro)
can be computed for any pseudonym P(id,Rs) in possession of Rs, which allows
Rs,Rd ,Ro to compute the equijoin PRs ∩PRo . As a result, equijoin non-transitivity
is broken and the scheme is not fully secure. ut

In the next section we propose a fully secure protocol using pairings.

6 A fully secure pseudonym scheme with light TTP

The problem with the previous solution lied on the fact that malicious researchers
could translate pseudonyms from researcher Rs to researcher Ro by operating with
the equijoin keys. This was possible because the equijoin keys were elements in Zq
that could be manipulated to produce keys enabling translation of pseudonyms. The
proposal in this section seeks to solve the problem by giving out keys as elements
in a finite group instead of integers in a modular ring. We accomplish that by using
pairing groups and by making equijoin keys elements in G2 = 〈h〉. In short, the
equijoin protocol remains essentially the same, but the researchers’ equijoin keys
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will be hβs,d ·x−1
s for Rs (in contrast to βs,d · x−1

s for the basic protocol) and hβs,d ·x−1
d

for Rd (in contrast to βs,d · x−1
d for the basic protocol). Informally, when Rs and

Rd collude to break equijoin non-transitivity in this new situation, they will need
to compute hx−1

s xd from the elements hβs,d ·x−1
s and hβs,d ·x−1

d , which would amount
to solving the Computational Diffie-Hellman problem in G2. However, the latter is
assumed to be infeasible.

An important change to be noticed is that now Rs,Rd do not input {H(Is)βs,d}
and {H(Id)βs,d} respectively to the equijoin protocol, but

{
e
(
H(Is),h

)βs,d
}

and{
e
(
H(Id),h

)βs,d
}

. In the case of Rs, the new set is computed as

e
(
P(id,Rs),hβs,d ·x−1

s
)
= e
(
H(id)xs ,hβs,d ·x−1

s
)
= e
(
H(id)xs·x−1

s ,h
)βs,d = e

(
H(id),h

)βs,d

thanks to bilinearity of the pairing e(·, ·). To be more precise, the new equijoin
protocol works with elements U ∈G3 and uses the commutative encryption function
family F ′ := {Fa : U 7→Ua}a∈Zq .

We proceed to describe the pseudonyms scheme Padvanced that provides equijoin
non-transitivity against colluding researchers.
System Setup The TTP chooses a pairing group 〈G1,G2,G3,e,g,q 〉. It next picks
a hash function H : {0,1}` → G1. Individuals’ identifiers are binary strings of
length `. The TTP also selects a semantically secure symmetric encryption algo-
rithm

(
EncK(·),DecK(·)), where K denotes the encryption key. The TTP publishes

〈G1,G2,G3,e,φ ,g,q,H,(Enc,Dec) 〉.

All operations are as in the basic scheme with the only exception of the equi-
join keys generation and equijoin algorithms. For the comprehension of the new
protocols, let us note the following equivalences

Fa
(
e(u,h)

)
= e(u,h)a = e(u,ha) = e(ua,h) = e( fa(u),h) (1)

for any a ∈ Zq, u ∈G1, h ∈G2.
Equijoin Keys generation For each pair (Rs,Rd) of researchers that is allowed to
perform the protocol Rs−→./ Rd the TTP generates a random βs,d ∈ Zq and sends
hβs,d ·x−1

s to Rs and hβs,d ·x−1
d to Rd through a secure channel.

Researchers Equijoin The protocol Rs→./ Rd is performed as follows.

1. Rs computes e
(
PRs ,h

βs,d ·x−1
s
)

and obtains the set
{

e
(
H(Is)βs,d ,h

)}
.

2. Rd computes e
(
PRd ,h

βs,d ·x−1
d
)

and obtains the set
{

e
(
H(Id)βs,d ,h

)}
.

3. Rs and Rd run the Agrawal, Evfimievski and Srikant’s equijoin protocol [4, Sec-
tion 4], but with the commutative encryption family {Fa : U 7→Ua}a∈Zq and in-

puts
{ (

e
(
H(id),h

)βs,d ,PD(id,Rs)
) }

IRs

and
{ (

e
(
H(id),h

)βs,d ,PD(id,Rd)
) }

IRd
respectively. That is,

a. Rd generates a random κd
$← Zq and sends Rs the list L0 given by
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L0 = 〈 Fκd

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
〉Id .

b. Rs generates random κs,κ
′
s

$← Zq and sends Rd two lists L′0,L1. First it creates
the list L′0 based on L0 given by

L′0 =
〈

Fκd

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
, Fκs

(
Fκd

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

))
,

Fκ ′s

(
Fκd

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)) 〉
Id

.

Secondly it creates the list L1 given by

L1 =
〈

Fκs

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
, EncKs(id)

(
PD(id,Rs)

) 〉
Is

,

where Ks(id) = Fκ ′s

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
for id ∈Is.

c. Based on L′0 the researcher Rd calculates, by applying F−1
κd

, the list

L2 =
〈

e(H(id),h)βs,d , Fκs

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
, Fκ ′s

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

) 〉
Id

.

d. Then Rd determines the elements in the list L1, L2 such that Fκs

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
=

Fκs

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
. For those elements, which single out the pseudonyms

such that id ∈Is∩Id , researcher Rd uses the corresponding values

Fκ ′s

(
e(H(id),h)βs,d

)
= Ks(id)

in L2 to decrypt

PD(id,Rs) = DecKs(id)

(
EncKs(id)

(
PD(id,Rs)

))
.

e. Finally, Rd joins the new data PD(id,Rs) with its already existing data on
P(id,Rd).

Researcher equijoin correctness It is easy to see that the equijoin algorithm is
correct, i.e. at the end of the protocol Rd learns

(
P(id,Rd),PD(id,Rs)

)
for id ∈

IRs∩IRd , as long as the hash function H : {0,1}`→G1 does not present collisions.
The following results follow directly by extending the corresponding results from

Section 5.

Result 6 The pseudonym scheme Padvanced has pseudonymity provided that F ′ is
a commutative encryption family.

Result 7 The pseudonym scheme Padvanced has unlinkability provided that F ′ is a
commutative encryption family.

Result 8 The pseudonym scheme Padvanced has secure equijoin provided that F ′ is
a commutative encryption family.
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Next, we show that Padvanced satisfies the equijoin non-transitivity property.

Result 9 The pseudonym scheme Padvanced has secure equijoin transitivity pro-
vided that the Asymmetric DDH assumption holds.

Proof. Let us first recall that the Asymmetric DDH assumption states the indistin-
guishability of the probability distributions (g,ga,gb,hb,gab) and (g,ga,gb,hb,gr)
where g = φ(h),h generate G1,G2 respectively, and a,b,r $← Zq.

To convey this proof we use a different proof technique from those previously
deployed both in this chapter and in [4]. We need to program the random oracle.
This means that H being a random oracle, the values H(id) are simulated to the
adversary. The simulator answers H(idi) as (ga)λi for idi /∈ IRd , where λi

$← Zq,

and answers H(idi) as gλi for idi ∈IRd , where λi
$← Zq. It takes xs,xd ,α,β

$← Zq.

Additionally it picks h $←G2 and defines φ(h) = g ∈G1. Next, for the pair (Rs,Rd),
it sets as Rs’s equijoin key the quantity (h)α·x−1

s ; while for Rd it is set to (h)α·x−1
d .

Next, for the pair (Rd ,Ro), it sets as Rd’s equijoin key the quantity (hb)β ·x−1
d ; while

for Ro it is set to (h)β . The pseudonyms are simulated as follows:

– P(idi,Rs) = gλixs for idi ∈IRd ∩IRs

– P(idi,Rs) = (ga)λixs for (idi ∈IRs)∧ (idi /∈IRd )
– P(idi,Rd) = gλixd for idi ∈IRd

– P(idi,Ro) = (gb)λi for idi ∈IRd ∩IRo

– P(idi,Ro) = (gab)λi for (idi ∈IRo)∧ (idi /∈IRd )

The above simulation is consistent with the adversarial’s view. For instance, we
have that for any id ∈IRd ∩IRs ,

e
(
P(id,Rs),(h)α·x−1

s
)

= e
(
g,h
)αλi = e

(
P(id,Rd),(h)α·x−1

d
)

and for any id ∈IRd ∩IRo ,

e
(
P(id,Rd),(hb)β ·x−1

d
)

= e
(
g,h
)βbλi = e

(
g,h
)βbλi = e

(
P(id,Ro),(h)β

)
(2)

where Equation 2 holds because any h,h∈G2 satisfy that e(φ(h),h)= e(φ(h),h),
where φ : G2→G1 is an efficiently computable homomorphism.

Finally, since gab cannot be distinguished from random gr, and thus they can
be swapped in the above expressions, it follows that pseudonyms P(id,Ro) outside
the intersection IRd ∩IRs ∩IRo are indistinguishable from random pseudonyms.
Thus, the adversary can not match pseudonyms P(id,Rs) to pseudonyms P(id,Ro)
for id ∈ (IRs ∩IRo)− (IRd ∩IRs ∩IRo). ut
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7 Conclusion

This chapter describes pseudonymisation and equijoin protocols aimed at building
pseudonymized data sharing systems. Our pseudonymization algorithm produces
unlinkable pseudonyms sets, yet allows secure intersection between them, provided
that certain cryptographic keys are available. We have presented three schemes:
a first scheme uses a mighty TTP which is invoked in every algorithm; the last
two schemes use a “light” TTP which act as a key distribution center. Our last two
schemes are proven secure in the Random Oracle Model. One problem that is left
open is to provide the light-TTP functionality without resorting to the random oracle
idealization.
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